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In the ever-changing environment of the 21st
century, marked by increased complexity,
uncertainty and risk, talent resources have
become more pivotal to organisations’ success
even as they are becoming more scarce. As a
natural consequence, talent
management has evolved into a
“decision science.” Just as the
finance profession arose in the
early 20th century to guide
decisions about how
corporations compete for money
and the marketing profession
arose in the 1950s to guide
decisions about how to compete
for customers, today talent
strategists are guiding decisions
on how to define, attract, develop
and retain people while
measuring the factors driving their
performance and linking their
capability to critical business
outcomes. Furthermore, in a
global marketplace defined by
innovation, the effective management of talent
has become both a major competitive
differentiator for organisations as well as the
number one risk facing corporate leaders
seeking to drive sustainable growth.

transmission, having the right talent throughout
the organisation who can nimbly strategise,
execute and lead in this ambiguous world is
critical. This talent backed up by effective longterm succession planning and
development has become
essential to shareholder
confidence and thus billions of
value.

Why is a
focus on
talent
strategy
necessary at
this time?

It has been 15 years since the publishing of
McKinsey’s The War for Talent, and we have yet
to see it result in strategic and effective talent
management practices in most of the
corporates we encounter. Perhaps the GFC
gave us a bit of respite in terms of talent
scarcity, but the squeeze on talent is back on
more than ever, with Australian’s economy
experiencing 6% unemployment in its latest
figures, only 1-2% difference in the
unemployment figures before the GFC.
And now more than ever in an economy that is
completely based on lightning-fast knowledge
transmission, having the right talent at the top
who can nimbly strategise, execute and lead in
this ambiguous world is critical. This talent
backed up by effective long-term succession
planning and development has become
essential to shareholder confidence and thus
billions of value.
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We do use many talent processes,
especially in our large corporate
organisations. These range from
360s; nine-box grids which place
executives as dots against their
potential versus their actual
performance this year;
psychometrical assessments run
by organisational psychologists;
long term succession plans; one
year development plans that
indicate the activities an executive
should undertake to become a

better leader.
Yet when it comes to answering some vital
questions on talent risk assessment and
establishing long-term talent pipeline
sustainability, we as a profession are still a babe
in the woods and have a lot to learn about how
adults truly develop long-term capability and
how to accommodate that systemically in a
large corporation.
Our current HR practices that include a
stagnant annual performance management
system that is often on forced bell curves, a
remuneration system that is linked to financial
outcomes only or a HR staff that is often
focused mostly on case management of bad
behaviour are simply not keeping up with what
our business requires by the way of creating
talent strategists.

An integrated talent strategist service that goes
beyond the provision of transactional search and
leadership development will not only save the
wasting of millions of dollars on transactional
search bought reactively to vacancies and
hundreds of talented executives walking out the
door because they were not developed in
leadership, skills or career, but also accelerate the
right capability at the right time. As the Chief
Internal Auditor works to test and suggest mitigation
against compliance, process and financial risk, a Chief Talent Officer works to test and suggest mitigation against
talent risk, as well as to catalyse the dramatic appreciation of talent capital.

What can an integrated
talent strategy function
do for an organisation ?

In our experience, however, the function of talent management in most organisations is a series of talent reviews
being conducted without any finesse, language, or long-term contextual and strategic frameworks for looking at both
the individual leader’s career trajectory and where the organisation’s strategy needs the talent to grow. Talent
intelligence, retention strategy, tailored and strategic development planning and constant replenishment becomes a
10-15-year capability play with a board that constantly changes in size and shape, rules that emerge and change as
the market changes, and pieces that come on, go off and grow and decline over time.
An organisation’s executive talent are its most precious assets, and planning for the pipeline is one of the most
strategic activities an executive should undertake. Spending 5% annually on a million-dollar piece of software for
annual upgrading or 5% on a million-dollar property for depreciation is business as usual. Spending 5% annually on
a million-dollar leader in the assessment, development and maintenance of their skills, behaviours, knowledge and
long-term career is NOT business as usual.

THE'VARIOUS'ROLES'OF'A'TALENT'STRATEGY'FUNCTION''
TALENT'RISK'ASSESSMENT'

1. Business
Strategy

Talent'Strategy'can'work'with'
execu4ve'teams'in'interac4ve'
workshops'that'drive'the'most'
collabora4ve'approach'to'
strategy'formula4on'possible.''
Our'facilitators'know'how'to'
design'scenario'tes4ng,'
assump4on'building,'decision'
making'and'5@year'vision'
exercises'that'incorporate'the'
“From”'and'the'“To”'of'
business'over'the'long'term.''''
'
Whilst'the'team'is'working'on'
strategy,'the'facilitator'is'also'
strengthening'the'team’s'
clarity'in'purpose,'
accountability,'decision'making'
processes'and'trust'through'
their'deep'experience'of'high'
performance'team'building.''
''
The'Talent'Strategy'facilitators'
are'also'geFng'to'know'
execu4ves'in4mately'in'the'
context'of'the'business'
strategy,'which'allows'them'to'
assess'and'coach'individuals'
from'a'much'more'strategic'
vantage'point'(“in'situ”)

2. Capability
Required to
Deliver Strategy

Knowing'how'to'translate'
business'strategy'into'capability'
required'is'not'a'skill'most'
organisa4ons'have.'''We'have'
found'organisa4ons'very'adept'
at'crea4ng'the'project'
management'plans'and'
4melines'for'execu4ng'against'
strategy,'but'we'have'not'seen'
the'associated'clear'ar4cula4on'
of'capability'required'to'deliver'
against'these'plans.''
''
The'Talent'Strategy'func4on'
works'with'your'business'
execu4ves'to'assemble'not'only'
a'picture'of'the'current'set'of'
capabili4es'required'for'each'of'
the'posi4ons'under'review,'but'
even'more'importantly'a'view'
as'to'what'you'will'need'in'the'
future'to'diﬀeren4ate'yourself'
in'the'market'in'the'eyes'of'your'
clients'today'and'tomorrow.'''In'
our'experience,'this'is'seldom'
4ed'to'exis4ng'organisa4onal'
charts'and'needs'a'much'more'
laterally'crea4ve'deﬁni4on'of'
what'talent'needs'to'look'like'
for'the'future

3. Assessment of
current/ potential
capability &
career motivation
including talent
delivery &
retention risk

The'Talent'Strategy'func4on'
takes'the'business'strategy'and'
the'capability'set'and'then'
works'with'execu4ves'intensely'
to'assess'their'current'and'
future'poten4al'against'what'
the'organisa4on'is'trying'to'
build'for'the'future'both'
strategically'and'culturally.''''
'
We'spend'many'hours'with'
each'execu4ve'in'a'dialogue'
that'covers'the'spectrum'of'
assessment'and'development.''
We'then'also'interview'their'
direct'reports,'peers,'clients'
and'managers'to'deliver'the'
most'comprehensive'feedback'
report'on'the'leadership'
capability'that'leaders'will'ever'
receive.'''

TALENT'PIPELINE'GROWTH'

4a. Long-term
Development
and Career
Planning
for the individual

4b. Talent
Mobility and
Succession Plans
for the Top 100
as a whole

4c. Long-term
External Sourcing
Plans for
Capabilities You
Cannot Develop
Within
for the critical
and retention
risk positions

AJer'the'assessment'is'complete,'the'Talent'Strategy'func4on'
works'with'the'execu4ve,'their'manager'and'the'Board'and/or'
CEO'team'to'produce'and'then'execute'on'the'short@term'
development'and'long@term'career'plans'that'each'individual'
requires.''This'is'completely'tailored'to'match'the'individual’s'
own'life'situa4on'and'ambi4on'and'align'it'the'organisa4onal'
need'for'the'candidate’s'skills'and'character'strengths.'
''
Many'of'the'leaders'we'assess'then'engage'with'the'Talent'
Strategy'func4on'on'a'long@term'basis'in'ongoing'coaching'or'
par4cularly'in'coaching'for'cri4cal'career'transi4on'points.'This'
allows'us'to'revise'the'assessment'reports'on'a'regular'basis.'''
''
The'Talent'Strategy'func4on'is'par4cularly'adept'at'the'ﬁrst'
year'coaching'for'execu4ves'in'new'posi4ons.'

With'our'in4mate'knowledge'of'internal'talent,'their'ambi4ons'
and'their'reten4on'risk'combined'with'our'search'knowledge'of'
the'external'market,'we'can'now'help'execu4ves'to'facilitate'
internal'talent'reviews'that'plot'the'short'and'long'term'talent'
pipelines'of'the'organisa4on'in'the'format'of'succession'plans,'
long@term'posi4on'phases'(in'which'we'show'up'to'10'years'
forward'of'people'scenarios'for'the'organisa4on)'and'long@term'
career'plans'(which'are,'in'contrast,'sorted'by'the'individual'
person).'
'
The'Talent'Strategy'func4on'is'then'in'a'posi4on'where'it'can'
strategically'partner'with'search'ﬁrms'to'keep'our'eye''out'
looking'for'external'talent'for'three'purposes'–'so'that'we'
know'how'our'internal'talent'stacks'up'against'the'market'and'
can'be'developed''against'this'benchmark,'so'that'we'know'
what'compe44ve'advantage'our'compe4tors'have''through'
talent,'and'so'that'we'know'which'talent'in'the'market'could'
likely'come'over'that'would'be'worth'the'investment,'whether'
to'ﬁll'a'vacancy'or'to'simply'come'in'proac4vely.'''
''
When'talent'is'iden4ﬁed,'the'Talent'Strategy''
func4on'and'search'partners'work'together'to'assemble'the'
most'rigorous'selec4on'process'in'order'to'determine'
psychometric'health,'cultural'ﬁt,'and'general'leadership'
poten4al.''This'assessment'report'has'proven'to'be'
instrumental'in'ensuring'the'right'selec4on'is'made'as'well'as'
represen4ng'the'ﬁrst'step'of'a'comprehensive'onboarding'
process'that'the'Talent'Strategy'func4on'can'provide'for'your'
new'execu4ve'in'their'ﬁrst'year.'''

Can your organisation
answer these
questions?
TALENT&STRATEGY&REFLECTION&
TALENT&RISK&ASSESSMENT&

1. Business
Strategy

Do you Regularly update your
talent requirements
with your business
strategy to ensure that
you can execute
strategy in the long
term?
Can you clearly
define your capabilities
in a way that is not
HR-speak, in a way
that makes sense to
your people yet is
uniquely differentiated
from your
competitors?

2. Capability
Required to
Deliver Strategy

TALENT&PIPELINE&SUSTAINABILITY&

3. Assessment of
current/ potential
capability &
career motivation
including talent
delivery &
retention risk

Do you Know where your capability gaps are?
Know where your retention risks are?
Know where your vacancy risks are (positions that
don’t have clear successors)?
Know where your transition risk is for executives
starting in new roles?
Are you Blocking high potential talent because there is
nowhere for them to move?

Do you Have a standard methodology in which all of your
executives are evaluated to determine whether you
have the capability required to deliver the strategy?
Know how to assess potential capability for the
future of these executives?
Have a good sense of how your talent stacks up
against your competitor’s talent?
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4a. Long-term
Development
and Career
Planning
for the individual

4b. Talent
Mobility and
Succession Plans
for the Top 100
as a whole

4c. Long-term
External Sourcing
Plans for
Capabilities You
Cannot Develop
Within
for the critical
and retention
risk positions

Does everyone in the organisation
execute on their development plans
and have a ten-year individual career
plan that ensures that they have the
best chance at attaining their career
goals if they stay with the
organisation?
Do you know how to measure the
impact of development in order to
determine when capability gaps are
closed?

Do you Have sound succession planning and
regular talent mobility planning
sessions that cover the most unlikely
scenarios?
Do these scenarios take you out more
than 5 years so that you have an
inspirational talent opportunity
message for your young talent and for
potential talent in the market?

Do you track the best talent in the market and
keep in touch with them over the long
term?
Do you know what it would take to
attract this talent to your organisation?
Do you know what capabilities you
would need to compete against this
talent more effectively within your
organisation if you can’t acquire the
talent?

What are the components
of Talent Strategy?
and what are the symptoms of not doing it well . . . . .
In summary, specific dimensions within the broad management areas of operations,
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Workplace of the Future:
The argument for developing
the talent mindset for
Australia
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Strategy without operations is a daydream.
Operations without strategy is a nightmare.
Either without talent development is unsustainable.
All without a kind and curious awareness of Self is meaningless
- Katharine McLennan
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